
JM35

Tilting Mast
Heavy-duty mast with 0-30° tilt 

positioning for reaching high 
areas. And fold down for storage.

JMSK35

Maneuverability
Lifting eyes get the JETMISTER 
into difficult areas. Frame can 
be mounted to water tank (JMSK) 
or heavy-duty puncture-proof 
wheels for site mobility (JM).

Diesel Power
Yanmar diesel engine with 
electric start with dry run 
protection.

Just Add Water
A 1” quick release connector 
for a suction hose. Just 
connect tank/supply and feed 
with potable water.

Jet Nozzle
Push-button positioning or auto 

90° swinging nozzle.

Easy Controls
Simple control 

operation to move 
jet automatically 
from left to right. 

Emergency stop and 
warning signals.

Protection
Heavy-duty 

galvanized frame 
will last you in 

harsh environments 
and protect the 

engine and pump 
equipment.

The JETMISTER is a 
revolutionary dust-
suppression machine that will 
solve most construction and 
demolition site dust issues. 
Adjustable from 11 to 38 yard 
throw from a diesel engine 
pump with 90o swinging jet 
nozzle on tilting mast.
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SPECIFICATIONS JETMISTER (wheeled base) JETMISTER (mountable base)
Horizontal Oscillation 90o 90o

Vertical Tilt 0o / 30o 0o / 30o

Overall Dimensions 3.6’ L x 2’ W x [3’ - 6.25’] H
(1100 L x 630 W x [965-1910] H)

3.6’ L x 2’ W x [3’ - 6.25’] H
(1100 L x 630 W x [965-1910] H)

Models JM35 JMSK35

Engine/Power Diesel Yanmar 9.5 Kw Diesel Yanmar 9.5 Kw

Suppression Distance 
(no wind)

38 yards
(35 meters)

38 yards
(35 meters)

Weight 551 lbs
(250 Kg)

485 lbs
(220 Kg)

Water Consumption 8 - 10.5 GPM
(30 - 40 Lpm)

8 - 10.5 GPM
(30 - 40 Lpm)

Simple Dust Suppression.
The JETMISTER can be used with either a water bowser or mains supply. 

Just connect and start the engine!
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Versatility
The JETMISTER has heavy-duty puncture-proof tires 
and braked swivel wheel enabling it to be easily 
positioned on site.

Dust Suppressed.
High-pressure mist can be adjusted with engine speed 
and pressure regulator to prefect the right amount of 
mist for the job.

Safety
The JETMISTER can be positioned in danger zones 
where you don’t want your workers. Replaces the 
need of operating fire hose or pressure washers for 
suppressing dust.

Water Saving
The JETMISTER is designed to control dust issues with 
just the right amount of water to avoid unnecessary 
flooding and saving water.




